OTHER ACTIVITIES

All Weekend • SUU Bookstore Sale
Clothing, memorabilia, frames, keepsakes

All Weekend • SUMA Gallery
Senior Portfolio Exhibition

Should you wish to conduct your own tour of the SUU campus, all buildings where classes are held will be open throughout the day Friday.

Lineup diagram for all graduates for the main processional and University Commencement

- **8:00 AM** • Lineup begins
- **8:30 AM** • Processional begins
- **9:00 AM** • University Commencement Ceremony
- **10:30 AM** • Graduate Celebration on the Multipurpose Quad. Everyone invited.

In case of inclement weather, graduates will line up in the Sharwan Smith Student Center.

Graduates will have their names announced and receive their degrees at the individual college convocations. See the lower half of page 1 for times and locations and lineup information for each college/school.
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